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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 1084/2008 by S. C. (Italian), on the recognition of qualifications as a 
horse trainer

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner's partner, who was for various reasons unable to complete a course to qualify as 
a horse trainer in Italy, was as a result not admitted to the UNIRE examinations. He is 
considering entering for the similar British Racing Institute examination, for which attendance 
at a course is not compulsory. However, in order to work as a horse trainer in Italy, he is 
required by the UNIRE to hold an Italian qualification. A British national holding a British 
qualification would also be required to complete the course and successfully sit examinations 
in Italy in order to work there. The petitioner argues that this is an infringement of the right to 
the free movement of persons in Europe and is seeking the assistance of the European 
Parliament.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 16 December 2008. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 20 February 2009.

‘The petitioner states that her husband would like to train as a racehorse trainer in the United 
Kingdom so that he could then work in this profession in Italy, but that UNIRE, the 
organisation that promotes equestrianism in Italy, has told him that to pursue this profession 
in Italy he must hold an Italian qualification.

According to information in the Commission's database, the profession of racehorse trainer is 
not regulated in Italy, that is to say, no professional qualification is required for entry to this 
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profession. If this is so, it means that the petitioner's husband does not need to ask the Italian 
authorities to recognise his British qualification in order to work as a horse trainer in Italy. 
Under Article 39 EC and Regulation 1612/68/EEC, he can therefore have direct access to the
labour market, since these two documents prohibit any discrimination based on nationality
between workers of the Member States as regards access to employment, remuneration and 
other conditions of work and employment.

The petitioner can check whether or not the profession is regulated in Italy with the Italian 
contact point, whose address is as follows:

Mrs Lucia Monaco
Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri
Dipartimento Politiche Comunitarie
Ufficio Mercato Interno e Competitività
Piazza Nicosia 20
I – 00186 ROME
Tel.: +39 06 677 95 322
Fax: +39 06 677 95 064
E-mail: lu.monaco@palazzochigi.it
Website: www.dipartimentopolitichecomunitarie.it

If it turns out that the profession is regulated in Italy, the petitioner's husband will then have to 
apply to the relevant Italian authorities for recognition of his British qualification. The Italian 
authorities will have to examine his application in accordance with Directive 2005/36/EC on 
the recognition of professional qualifications1. Under this directive, they must come to a 
decision no later than four months from the date on which the complete application is 
submitted by the applicant. They can either recognise the qualification automatically or, if the 
the applicant's training period was at least one year shorter than the national training period or
the authorities identify substantial differences between the applicant's training and their own 
national training which cannot be offset by the applicant's professional experience, they can 
then require that the applicant chooses between taking an aptitude test or completing an 
adaptation period. Moreover, if the profession of racehorse trainer or the training leading to 
this profession are not regulated in the United Kingdom, the Italian authorities have the right 
to insist on the holder of the British qualification having two years' professional experience in 
a Member State where the profession is not regulated. If the migrant does not have such 
experience the directive does not apply, but the migrant may be able to benefit from the rules 
of the Treaty as interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Communities. The 
petitioner can check whether or not the profession is regulated in the United Kingdom with 
the British contact point, whose address is as follows:

ECCTIS Ltd
Oriel House
Oriel Road
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL50 1XP
Tel.: +44 (0) 871 226 2850

                                               
1 OJ L 255, 30.9.2005, p. 22.
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Fax: +44 (0) 871 330 7005
E-mail: info@europeopen.org.uk
Website: http://www.europeopen.org.uk

It should be pointed out that at this point in time, as the petitioner's husband has not yet 
obtained his British qualification, Community law has not been infringed in any way.’
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